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Abstract— Concrete is an unavoidable material in the 

individual's life, in view of its prevalent qualities like quality 

and toughness, however in specific circumstances it can't be 

utilized as a part out of every other place on earth on account 

of low setting time of concrete. Retarders are utilized as a part 

of the concrete organization to enhance the setting time and 

furthermore to expand the temperature of the synthesis with 

various kind of admixtures. Concrete made with admixtures 

like sugar and jaggery can be used specifically circumstances. 

Utilization of these admixtures will diminish the isolation and 

dying The concrete cubes, beams and cylinders of M20, M25 

and M30 grade were threw in this trial explore work and tried 

to analyze different properties of concrete like compressive 

quality, split elasticity, workability and flexural quality. 

Jaggery was used as admixture with the dosage of 0.1, 0.2, 

0.3 and 0.4% by weight of bond in concrete with the age of 7, 

14, 28 and 50 days. In this work, the general properties of 

fresh and hardened concrete were tried and the outcomes 

were dissected.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Concrete is the most usually utilized man-made development 

material on the planet. A decent nature of concrete is 

specifically identified with the high caliber of material 

utilized as a part of blending process. In development 

regularly the workability, toughness and quality of concrete 

will be the earlier trademark that will concentrate on to 

guarantee the great outcome in development. Solidified 

concrete can be gotten after the synthetic response between 

material diverse present in concrete. The quality of concrete 

increment because of the period of concrete itself. Most of the 

cementetious fastener utilized as a part of concrete depends 

on Portland cement clinker which is a vitality serious process. 

Concrete is a composite material which is blend of cement, 

coarse and fine aggregate, water and admixture. Concrete has 

discovered use in various sorts of development, for example, 

interstate, trench, linings, extension, and dams, building. 

Concrete is an inescapable material in the individual's life, on 

account of its unrivaled attributes like strength and durability, 

yet in specific circumstances it can't be utilized as a part out 

of every other place on earth in view of low setting time of 

concrete. Retarders are utilized as a part of the concrete 

arrangement to enhance the setting time and furthermore to 

build the temperature of the organization with various kinds 

of admixtures. It was seen that in Gandikota at Kadapa (dist), 

that holding between the stones was refined by mortar with 

mix of lime, sand and jaggery juice. 

II. OBJECTIVES 

1) To determine the performance of paste of cement with 

jaggery as an admixture material by conducting 

consistency tests on the fresh mix. 

2) To determine the workability of concrete with the 

jaggery material on laboratory. 

3) To determine the impact of jaggery on strength of 

material in concrete on its strength. 

4) To determine the compressive strength, split tensile 

strength, and flexural strength of hardened concrete for 

M-20, M-25 and M30 with the age of 7, 14, 28 and 50 

days 

A. Cement 

PPC creates lessened warmth of hydration and that too at low 

rate. PPC being better than OPC and furthermore due to 

pozzolanic activity, it enhances the pore estimate 

appropriation and furthermore lessens the smaller scale splits 

at the progress zone. In this test work the Ordinary Portland 

pozzolana cement with 43 review affirming to Indian 

Standard IS12269-1987 was utilized. 

B. Aggregates 

Aggregate are essential part in concrete. The offer body to the 

concrete, decrease shrinkage impact economy. These broken 

pieces may be rounded, angular or circular in shape. 

Aggregate are available on many unpredictable shape and 

extremely ruff material. It is a decent bonding material. To 

know all the more about the concrete is very important that 

one must to know all the more about the aggregate which 

make up real volume in concrete. The primary elements of 

aggregate in concrete are to settle the measurements of the 

concrete part by decreasing the volumetric changes because 

of drying shrinkage of the bond water paste in hardened 

concrete, to reduce the heat of hydration, and to go about as a 

filler material to manage in the utilization of concrete. Since 

aggregate is a major integral part of concrete, its qualities 

essentially influence the workability of of fresh concrete, 

durability, strength, thermal properties and unit weight of 

hardened concrete 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Fig. 1: Cement Consistency having Different Composition 

of Jaggery 
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Fig. 2: Initial and Final Setting Time of Cement Having 

Different Composition of Jaggery 

Day’s 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 

7 13.45 16.20 13.14 9.01 7.03 

14 17.68 18.85 20.01 7.48 6.50 

28 20.77 26.08 24.88 11.2 9.68 

50 25.73 29.70 27.10 20.56 19.62 

Table 1: Compressive Strength (N/mm2) for M-20 Grade 

with Jaggery 

Conclusion drawn from this study is given below 

1) The consistency of the mixed glues complied with past 

inquires about. The typical scope of water to concrete 

proportion for ordinary consistency is in the vicinity of 

26% and 34%. The glues with use as admixture piece of 

0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3% and 0.4% demonstrated a consistency 

for the most part comparative of ordinary consistency. 

2) Workability increases when the dosage of admixture was 

increased. Concrete is one which has worthy workability, 

from the above outcomes for droop demonstrates that the 

workability increments with the expansion in the rates 

(0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4%) of Jaggery M-20(Maximum 

202mm at 0.4%), M- 25(Maximum 105mm at 0.4%) and 

M-30 (higher than112mm at 0.4%). All explored Jaggery 

blends had height slump values and worthy workability. 

3) Segregation and bleeding was very less due to the usage 

of these admixtures. 

4) Compressive Strength (for the normal estimation of three 

cube test) at the age of 7, 14, 28 and 50 days are higher 

than with the use as Admixture 0.1% and 0.2% of 

Composition and lower than 0.3% and 0.4% of jaggery 

contrast with other organization cube examples for M-

20, grade of concrete. 
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